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Draft version Marh 15, 2009Preprint typeset using LATEX style emulateapj v. 10/09/06UNSTABLE PLANETARY SYSTEMS EMERGING OUT OF GAS DISKSSoko Matsumura1, Edward W. Thommes1,2, Sourav Chatterjee1 and Frederi A. Rasio1Draft version Marh 15, 2009AbstratThe disovery of over 300 extrasolar planets allows us to test our understanding of formation anddynamis of planetary systems statistially via numerial simulations. Traditional N-body simulationswithout a gas disk have suessfully reprodued the eentriity (e) distribution of the observedsystems, by assuming that the planetary systems are relatively ompat when the gas disk dissipates,so that they beome dynamially unstable within the stellar lifetime. However, suh studies annotexplain the small semimajor axes a of extrasolar planetary systems, if planets are formed beyond theie line, as the standard planet formation theory suggests.In this paper, we perform numerial simulations of multi-planet systems in dissipating gas disks to(1) verify the initial onditions of the N-body simulations, and (2) onstrain the initial onditions whihreprodue both the observed a and e distributions simultaneously. We �nd that the planetary systemstend to be dynamially �inative� when the gas disks dissipate, and therefore the initial onditionsof the N-body simulations may not be reovered. We also �nd that the eentriity damping in thegas disk may need to be ine�ient, possibly due to the saturation of orotation torques, to reprodueboth a and e distributions satisfatorily.Subjet headings: methods: numerial, n-body simulations, planetary systems: protoplanetary disks,formation, planets and satellites: formation, general1. INTRODUCTIONOut of over 280 planetary systems disovered sofar, about 12.5% are known to be multiplanet sys-tems (http://exoplanet.eu/). Sine the observed or-bital parameters of multiplanet systems are statisti-ally indistinguishable from those of single-planet sys-tems (Udry & Santos 2007), urrently known single-planet systems may possess, or may have possessed, un-deteted planetary ompanion(s). In fat, reent obser-vations have started revealing that many of the detetedplanets are aompanied by a planet on a further or-bit (e.g. Wittenmyer et al. 2007; Wright et al. 2007). Itwill beome inreasingly more important to understandthe formation and evolution of suh multiplanet systems,whih an explain the observed properties of these sys-tems.Reent N-body numerial simulations of planetarysystems without a gas disk demonstrated that dy-namial instabilities ourring in the multiplanet sys-tems, whih are haraterized by orbital rossings, ol-lisions, and ejetions of planets, ould inrease plan-etary eentriities (e) e�iently (Rasio et al. 1996;Weidenshilling & Marzari 1996). These studies suess-fully reprodued the observed eentriity distribution ofextrasolar planets (Ford & Rasio 2007; Chatterjee et al.2008; Juri¢ & Tremaine 2008, from here on C08, andJT08, respetively.)Suh N-body simulations also suggest that the planet�planet interations alone annot explain small semimajoraxes (a) of the observed planets, if giant planets areformed beyond the ie line as expeted from the standardplanet formation theory. This is not very surprising sineplanet�planet interations are not partiularly e�ient in1 Department of Physis and Astronomy, Northwestern Univer-sity, Evanston, IL 60208, USA2 University of Guelph, Guelph, ON, Canada

shrinking the planetary orbits.The planet-disk interations, on the other hand, areknown to derease semi-major axes of planets e�-iently (Ward 1997). Adams & Laughlin (2003) andMoorhead & Adams (2005) studied the evolution of two-planet systems embedded in the inner avity of a disk.They applied a parameterized semimajor axis dampingfore to the outer planet, and investigated the evolutionof two-planet systems as the outer planet approahes theinner one. They found that their model naturally led todynamial instability, and reprodued the overall trendof the observed a-e sattered plot.In this paper, we numerially study the evolution ofthree- and more planet systems in a dissipating gas disk,and onstrain the �initial� onditions of planetary sys-tems whih an reprodue the a and e distributions si-multaneously. We hoose three di�erent initial setups: 1)planets in an inner avity of a disk, 2) planets fully em-bedded in a gas disk with an e�ient eentriity damp-ing, and 3) planets fully embedded in a gas disk withless e�ient eentriity damping. For the third ase, ane�et of the saturation of orotation resonanes is takeninto aount, while for the seond ase, we neglet thise�et. In Setion 2, we disuss possible paths to repro-due both a and e distributions of the observed planets.We introdue our numerial methods in Setion 3, andshow an example run in Setion 4. In Setion 5-7, wepresent the results for di�erent initial setups. Finally,we summarize our work in Setion 8.2. SCENARIOS FOR EVOLUTION OF PLANETARYSYSTEMSIn this setion, we brie�y disuss three possible se-narios to reprodue both a and e distributions simulta-neously. As we mentioned in the last setion, the planet-planet interations are e�ient in exiting the planetaryeentriities, but they are not partiularly good in de-
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2reasing the planetary semi-major axes. On the otherhand, the planet-disk interations help planets to migrateinward, but they tend to damp planetary eentriities.Therefore, we an expet that the a distribution of plan-etary systems is well-determined by the time the gas diskdissipates (τGD), while the eentriity distribution is de-termined depending on when the dynamial instabilitysets in (τdyn) and ative planet-planet sattering eventsour.Generally speaking, there are 3 possible senarioswhih an lead to the observed a-e distributions, de-pending on the onsets of dynamial instabilities � (1)the dynamial instability sets in after the gas disk dis-sipates (τGD . τdyn), (2) the dynamial instability setsin before the gas disk is gone (τGD & τdyn), and (3) thedynamial instability sets in both before and after thegas disk's dissipation.For the �rst ase, most planets stay on nearly iru-lar orbits while the gas disks are around, beause thedisk's eentriity damping is strong enough. If this isthe dominant senario, the dynamial instability mustour after the gas disk's dissipation for most systems toreover the observed a-e distribution. This is the under-lying assumption for all the previous N-body simulationswhih suessfully explained the observed e distribution.For the seond ase, most planetary systems beomedynamially unstable, and planetary eentriities getexited while the gas disks are around. If this is thedominant senario, the disk's eentriity damping hasto be weak enough to leave these eentriities high toreover the a-e distribution.The third ase is similar to the seond ase, butthe disk's eentriity damping is e�ient and plane-tary eentriities are signi�antly damped after the �rstepisode of dynamial instability. If this is the dominantsenario, disks must help onvergent migration betweenplanets, so that there will be another episode of dynam-ial instability.In the following setions, we refer to eah of these asesas �late instability�, �early instability�, and �multiple in-stability� ases, respetively.3. NUMERICAL METHODS AND INITIAL CONDITIONSTo simulate multiplanet systems in gas disks, we use ahybrid ode whih ombines the sympleti N-body odeSyMBA (Dunan et al. 1998) with a one-dimensionalgas disk evolution ode (Thommes 2005). SyMBA uti-lizes a variant of the so-alled mixed-variable symple-ti (MVS) method (Wisdom & Holman 1991), whihtreats the interation between planets as a perturbationto the Keplerian motion around the entral star, andhandles lose enounters between bodies with a fore-splitting sheme whih has the properties of an adap-tive timestep (Dunan et al. 1998). When the bodiesare well-separated, SyMBA has the speed of the MVSmethod, while during the lose enounters, the timestepfor the relevant bodies is reursively subdivided.On the other hand, the gaseous disk evolves both vis-ously and via gravitational interation with planets, a-ording to a general Navier-Stokes equation. Followingthe standard presription by Lin & Papaloizou (1986),the gas disk is divided into radial bins, whih repre-sent disk annuli with azimuthally and vertially aver-aged disk properties like surfae mass density, tempera-

ture, and visosity. Visous evolution of the disk is alu-lated by using the standard alpha visosity presription(Shakura & Sunyaev 1973), while the disk�planet inter-ations modify the disk evolution via the torque densityformulated in Ward (1997) (see also Menou & Goodman2004). The alulated torque density is used in turn todetermine the migration rates of planets.In our simulations, a disk strethes from 0.02 to 100AU, and the orbital evolution of planets is followed downto 0.02 AU. The timestep of simulations is typially 0.05yr, whih ensures a reasonable orbital resolution down to
∼ 0.2 AU. 3.1. Gas Aretion onto a PlanetIn the above ode, we ould follow the evolution ofplanetary systems as they gravitationally interat witheah other, migrate, and open gaps in the disk. In reality,planets are also expeted to lear the gas annuli betweenthem as they grow by areting gas from the surroundingdisk. This is likely to lead to onvergent migration, andpossibly dynamial instability. Therefore, we also takeaount of gas aretion onto a planet.One a planet beomes massive enough to open a gapin the disk, the gas aretion rate is ontrolled by howquikly the disk an supply gas to the planet, rather thanhow quikly the planet an arete gas (Bryden et al.2000; Tanigawa & Watanabe 2002). Sine all the planetsin our simulations are more massive than the Neptune,they are expeted to have irumplanetary disks, fromwhih they arete. Although our ode does not resolvesuh disks, we an mimi the aretion e�et by adopt-ing the results of hydro simulations. These simulationshave shown that giant planets tend to arete gas withinthe radius of ∼ 2Rhill from the subdisk on the aretiontimesale of (D'Angelo et al. 2003)
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[1.046 F (p)− 1] . (4)In this equation, F (p) is the saturation funtionof orotation torques whih is numerially evalu-ated by Ogilvie & Lubow (2002) and interpolated by
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Fig. 1.� Evolution of a three-planet system. Left: Semi-majoraxis evolution of three planets. Solid, dashed, and dotted urvesrepresent planets with 1.2, 0.8, and 1.8MJ , respetively. Also plot-ted are surfae mass density ontours. The density dereases in theorder of rainbow olors, from red to purple. After the satteringevent at ∼ 10
5yr, planets are trapped in 6:3:1 MMRs until one ofthe planets (1.2MJ ) gets ejeted out of the system after gas diskdissipation. Right: The orresponding eentriity evolution forthree planets.Goldreih & Sari (2003) as

F (p)≃
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. (6)ForKe = 1, the orotation torques are not saturated, andfully ontribute to the eentriity damping, while for theother extreme Ke = 0, the e�et of orotation torques arenegligible, and there is no damping. For simpliity, wedon't take aount of the eentriity exitation e�etdue to the disk�planet interation. Therefore, the een-triity exitation seen in our simulations is solely due tothe e�et of planet�planet interations. Note, however,that numerial simulations show that the disk�planet in-terations typially lead to e < 0.2 (e.g. D'Angelo et al.2006), and therefore may not be able to explain planetswith high eentriities. We assume Ke = 1 in Setion4-6, and disuss other ases in Setion 7.3.3. Disk Dissipation TimesaleC08 suggested that the dynamial instability oursmore frequently as the disk mass dereases. Generally,the lifetime of gas disks is estimated to be 1 − 10 Myr(e.g. Hillenbrand 2005; Siilia-Aguilar et al. 2006), butthe mehanism of the �nal dispersal of disks is not well-understood.Observations suggest that suh a timesale is rathershort, ∼ 105 yr (e.g. Simon & Prato 1995). Sine thevisous aretion timesale of a disk is longer than this,urrently the most promising mehanism to explain therapid dispersal of disks is photoevaporation, whih anremove a disk within 105

− 106 yr in favorable ases(Matsuyama et al. 2003; Alexander et al. 2006). Here,we simply treat the gas disk dissipation time as a pa-rameter, and assume that the entire disk is removed ex-ponentially one τGD is reahed. In a Jupiter-mass disk,this disk removal timesale is about 105 yr.4. AN EXAMPLE RUNFig. 1 shows an example run of our simulations. Here,the initial planetary masses are M1 = 1.2MJ , M2 =

0.8MJ , and M3 = 1.8MJ for solid, dashed, and dottedurves, respetively. Subsripts are in order of initial dis-tane from the entral star throughout the paper. Sinewe start with almost fully-grown planets, the initial gasdisk mass is hosen to be 0.71MJ , whih orresponds tothe mass of a minimum mass solar nebula (MMSN) typedisk (Σ = 103(a/AU)−1.5 g cm−2) strething from 0.02 to100 AU, and evolved for 7 Myr under the disk visosity
α = 5 × 10−3 without planets. At the start of the simu-lation, all planets are fully embedded in a gas disk, andhave no gaps.Initially, planets are at 5, 7, and 10 AU, for M1, M2,and M3, respetively. The initial distanes between theseplanets orrespond to 3.8 mutual Hill radii. Due to theproximity of these planets, they gravitationally sattero� eah other within 104 yr after the simulation starts.This leads to orbital rossing of the inner two planets,leaving M2, M1, and M3 at 3.6, 6.3, and 10.7 AU at 104yr, respetively. However, this orbital rossing does notresult in dynamial instability of the system beause ofthe presene of a su�iently massive disk. One plan-ets reah these marginally stable orbits, they open gaps,and arete gas within the radius of 2Rhill on a sub-disk aretion timesale (See Eq. 1, and 2). As an beseen in the left panel of Fig. 1, gas aretion onto theplanet removes all gas between planets in . 105 yr. Forthe outer two planets (M1, and M3, or solid and dottedurves), the gravitational interation is strong enoughto satter them with eah other as the disk annulus be-tween them is removed at around 105 yr. This rossingdoes not lead to dynamial instability either, thanks tothe residual disk. Instead, they are trapped in the 6:3:1Laplae resonane � the inner two planets (dashed anddotted urves) are trapped in the 3:1 MMR, while theouter two planets (dotted and solid urves) are trappedin the 2:1 MMR. As a onsequene, their eentriitiesinrease steadily until ∼ 5×105yr, when the gas annulusbetween the inner two planets disappear, and all plan-ets share one gap. Then, the inner disk, whih is leanlyseparated from the outer disk and therefore annot be re-plenished, aretes toward the entral star rather quiklyin 1 − 2 × 105 yr. Planet migration speeds up one theinner disk disappears, beause planets only reeive thenegative torque from the outer disk. Sine they are inthe 6:3:1 Laplae resonane, they migrate in onert un-til the gas disk is exponentially removed at 3 Myr. Thedisk removal leads to dynamial instability with ejetionof the outermost (initial innnermost) planet (solid urve)and orbital rossing betwen the inner two planets (dashedand dotted urves). The ejetion of a planet leaves theothers on eentri orbits with a ≃ 0.6 AU and e ≃ 0.6for M3, and a ≃ 15 AU and e ≃ 0.85 for M2.In short, for this partiular example, τGD . τdyn, andthe planetary system beomes dynamially unstable soonafter the gas disk dissipation, whih leads to the ejetionof a planet, and the two remaining eentri planets onwidely separated orbits.5. THREE-PLANET SYSTEMS IN A DISK CAVITYIn this subsetion, we investigate three-planet sys-tems whih are surrounded by a residual outer gas disk.This is a similar setup to Adams & Laughlin (2003) andMoorhead & Adams (2005), but we use three-, insteadof two-planet systems, and self-onsistently alulate the



4evolution of a disk and planetary orbits, instead of ap-plying a parameterized damping fore. The underlyingassumption of this setup is that, after three planets areformed, they areted all gas in the disk annuli betweenthem, and shared a gap, while the inner disk, whih wasseparated from the outer disk by these three planets shar-ing the gap, lost its gas reservoir, and areted onto theentral star on a visous timesale. Suh on�gurationsare ommonly seen in multiple planet formation simula-tions (Thommes et al. 2008).5.1. Initial ConditionsWe run three sets of simulations with di�erent diskproperties, where eah set onsists of 100 three-planetsystems.The outer disk is assumed to extend from 15 to100 AU, with the initial surfae mass density of Σ =
Σ0(a/AU)−3/2 with Σ0 = 50, 40, and 30 g cm−2 (Set S50,S40, and S30, respetively). The orresponding initialmasses in the outer disk are 0.45, 0.36, and 0.27MJ foreah of these sets, respetively. The gas disk dissipationtime is hosen randomly between 2− 5 Myr for eah sys-tem. The initial onditions for disks are summarized inTable 1.For planetary systems, we de�ne their initial proper-ties following C08. In this model, the planetary mass
Mp is determined by assuming that eah planetary orearetes all gas within a �feeding zone� extending over
∆ = 8Rhill, core, and entered on the ore:

Mp = 2πa∆Σ + Mcore.Here, the ore mass Mcore is randomly hosen from auniform distribution over 1 − 10ME (where ME is theEarth mass), and the ore's Hill radius is de�ned as
Rhill, core = (Mcore/(3M∗))

1/3a. The size of the feedingzones is a typial distane between planetary embryos(Kokubo & Ida 2002).As in C08, the semimajor axes are hosen so that thedistane between planets is saled with K = 4.4 timesthe Hill radius of the i-th planet:
ai+1 − ai = K Rhill,i,with a1 = 3AU. We �x the initial semimajor axis of theinnermost planet following the ommon assumption thatgiant planets form beyond the �ie line�, where the soliddensity is higher due to the ondensation of iy and/orarbonaeousmaterial (Lewis 1974; Lodders 2004). Fromthis presription, we obtain planets with mass rangingover 0.4 − 1.2 MJ , between 3 to 5.2 AU.All the other initial orbital parameters are hosen ran-domly from the uniform distribution in the followingranges: eentriity e = 0−0.1, inlination i = 0−10 de-grees and uniform in cos i, as well as phase angles 0−360degrees.5.2. Agreement with a and e distributionsIn this subsetion, we ompare the a and e distribu-tions of eah set of simulations with the observed distri-butions, and disuss their overall evolutionary trends.The outomes of the simulations are summarized inTable 2, whih shows the ejetion, ollision, and mergerrates for eah set of runs. Throughout this paper, wede�ne that planets are �ejeted� out of the system when

their orbital radii beome larger than some prede�nedvalue, typially 1000 AU. Also, we assume that planetsare �ollided� with the entral star, when their orbitalradii beome smaller than the inner disk radius 0.02 AU.Planets are labeled as �merged� when they ollided witheah other. Generally, a high ollision rate implies an ef-�ient planet migration in the gas disk, and high ejetion,or merger rates indiate that the systems are dynamiallyunstable.From Table 2, we an see that the ejetion rates beomehigher after the gas disk dissipation for all the sets. How-ever, for Set 9 and 10, the ejetion rates before τGD areless than, but omparable to, those after τGD. Therefore,it is inferred that, for the massive disk ases (Set S50 andS40), the gas disk helped onvergent migration betweenplanets, and some planetary systems beame dynami-ally unstable before τGD. The high ejetion rates after
τGD indiates that some of the planetary systems mayhave migrated onvergently again, after the satteringevents. Thus, we lassify Set S50 and S40 as �multipleinstability� ases. On the other hand, for the lightestdisk (Set S30), the ejetion rate is markedly higher aftergas dissipation (τGD . τdyn), and therefore we lassifythis ase as a �late instability� ase.In Fig. 2, the observed eentriity distribution (or-ange, or light grey histograms) is ompared with thesimulated results (blue, or dark histograms) at gas dissi-pation time τGD (left panels), and at the the end of thesimulations, 100 Myr (right panels), for these sets. Twothings are immediately lear from the �gure � (1) as ex-peted from a signi�ant ejetion rate before τGD, someplanets are very eentri at τGD, espeially for Set S50and S40, and (2) as expeted from a signi�ant ejetionrate after τGD, there is a lear e evolution between τGDand 100 Myr for all sets.These statements an be quanti�ed by theKolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test. We perform K-Stests against the null hypothesis that two arbitrarydistributions are drawn from the same underlying dis-tribution, and quote the signi�ane level probabilitiesin Table 3. We hoose to rejet the null hypothesis for
P < 0.1. For the K-S test, we hoose planets between
0.2 and 6 AU, where the lower limit omes from theresolution limit of our simulations (see Setion 3),while the upper limit is roughly the urrent maximumorbital radius of a planet deteted by radial-veloityobservations.As an example, the K-S tests for the simulated resultsat τGD and 100 Myr indiate that their e distributionsare signi�antly di�erent from eah other, and thus allof these sets underwent a signi�ant e evolution betweenthese periods of time.The K-S test, however, should be used with are. Forexample, the K-S test also assesses that the null hypoth-esis annot be rejeted for the observed distribution andthe �nal distribution for Set S50, while these two distri-butions learly look di�erent from eah other in Fig. 2.This is likely beause the distribution is not ontinuousnear the enter for this set, and the K-S test is not assensitive at tails of a distribution.In Fig. 3, the orresponding plots for semimajor axisare shown. Again, two things are immediately apparent� (1) there is no signi�ant a evolution between τGD and100 Myr, and (2) ompared to the observed a distribu-
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Fig. 2.� Eentriity distributions for Set S50, S40, and S30(from top to bottom) at τGD (left panels) and 100 Myr (rightpanels). Due to the e�ient eentriity damping, there are fewplanets with eentriity larger than 0.3 at τGD , while there aremore planets with high eentriity at 100 Myr due to planet�planet sattering.tion, all of these sets (espeially Set S50, and S40) over-produe planets with small semi-major axes. Indeed, theK-S tests for simulated results at τGD and 100 Myr showthat we annot deline the null hypothesis at our hosenrejetion level. This supports the expetation that planetmigration in a gas disk mostly determines the �nal semi-major axis distribution. The K-S tests also indiate thatthe ��nal� semimajor axis distributions for all of thesesets disagree with the observed distribution.In summary, we �nd that, in our simulations, it is dif-�ult to math both the semimajor axis and eentriitydistributions simultaneously, assuming that three planetsare initially in an inner avity of a gas disk, and that theeentriity damping is e�ient. When a gas disk mass islow (Set S30), the e�et of onvergent migration is weak,and the systems tend to stay relatively stable until thegas disk dissipates (τGD . τdyn, i.e. late damping ase).However, in suh a ase, the dynamial instability our-ring after τGD is not e�etive enough to produe higheentriity planets. On the other hand, when a gas diskis su�iently massive (Set S50 and S40), the onvergentmigration is e�ient enough to start the dynamial in-stability while a gas disk is still around (τGD & τdyn).The eentriity obtained during this period is mostlydamped due to the disk-planet interations (see left pan-els of Fig. 2). However, the disk is still massive enoughto onverge planetary orbits again so that the dynamialinstability ours after the gas disk is gone. These �mul-tiple instability� ases an e�iently exite planetary e-entriities, but overprodue the planets with small semi-major axes.6. EFFICIENT ECCENTRICITY DAMPING CASES (KE = 1)In this setion, we disuss the evolution of multi-planetsystems whih are initially fully embedded in a dissipat-ing gas disk with an e�ient e damping. We investigatethe e�ets of gas disk dissipation time (Setion 6.1), diskmass (Setion 6.2), as well as number of planets (Se-tion 6.3), and study their e�ets on the �nal a and e

Fig. 3.� Semi-major axis distributions for Set S50, S40, andS30 (from top to bottom) at τGD (left panels), and 100 Myr (rightpanels). Comparing left panels with right ones, it is apparent thatthe semimajor axis distributions at τGD are very similar to thoseat 100 Myr. This implies that planet migration in a gas disk is adominant proess to determine the semimajor axis distribution. Onthe other hand, the agreement with the observed semimajor axisdistribution is not very good, espeially for the top two panels. Forthese sets, planet migration is likely to be too e�ient.distributions.6.1. E�et of gas disk dissipation timesale6.1.1. Initial ConditionsIn this subsetion, we fous on the e�et of gas diskdissipation timesale on a and e distributions. We runthree sets of simulations with the same initial disk mass,by hanging the gas dissipation time as τGD = 2, 3, and4 Myr (Set tgd2, tgd3, and tgd4, respetively.) Eah setonsists of 100 three-planet systems, and is evolved for10 Myr.The initial disk properties are summarized in Table 1.We obtain the initial disk masses by evolving the MMSN-type disk with Σ = 103(a/AU)−1.5 g cm−2, under the vis-osity alpha of α = 5×10−3 (without planets), for a timeshown in the seond olumn of Table 1. The orrespond-ing initial disk mass is in the third olumn. As shown inTable 1, for Set tGD2-tGD4, the initial disk with mass
Mdisk = 0.21MJ is obtained by evolving the MMSN-typedisk for 10 Myr. The initial disk surfae mass density iswell-approximated by Σ = 4(a/AU)−1 g cm−2. The gasdissipation timesale for eah set is shown in the fortholumn. As in the �fth olumn, we assume Ke = 1,and hene the e�ient eentriity damping by orota-tion resonanes throughout this setion.6.1.2. Agreement with a and e distributionsThe outomes of the simulations are summarized inTable 2. The ollision rates before τGD beome higher as
τGD gets longer (from Set tgd2 to tgd4), while those after
τGD are low, and about the same for all the sets. Thislearly implies that the ollision rate with the entralstar is orrelated with the e�ieny of planet migration.From Table 2, we see that the rate of ejetion of planetsis muh higher after τGD than before for all the sets.Therefore, we lassify these sets as �late instability� ases.



6Fig. 4 ompares the observed eentriity distributionwith the simulated results at τGD, and at the the endof the simulations, 10 Myr. Two things are immediatelyapparent from the �gure � (1) the distributions at τGDlook similar to the ones at 10 Myr for all the sets, andare dominated by planets with e . 0.2, and (2) noneof the ��nal� eentriity distributions for Set tgd2-tgd4have a good agreement with the observed distribution.Indeed, the K-S tests for the distributions at τGD and at10 Myr show that we annot deline the null hypothesisfor Set tgd2, and tgd4 at our rejetion level (P < 0.1),and possibly for Set tgd3 as well, whih implies that thereis little e evolution between these two epohs. Also, theK-S tests for the observed e distribution and the ��nal�
e distribution (at 10 Myr) indiate that these two distri-butions are signi�antly di�erent from eah other.The tendeny toward a relatively small eentriity at
τGD agrees well with our expetation from the ejetionrates that all the sets are likely to be dynamially sta-ble while a gas disk is around, and therefore planets areexpeted to be on nearly irular orbits. However, thesimilarity between the distributions at τGD and 10 Myr,and the di�erene between the �nal and observed distri-butions, indiate that the dynamial instability ourredafter the disk removal was too ine�ient to reproduethe observed e distribution for Set tgd2-tgd4.Fig. 5 shows the orresponding plots for semimajor axisdistributions. Again, two things are lear from the �g-ure � (1) the distributions at τGD look similar to theones at 10 Myr for all the sets, and (2) the agreementwith the observed semimajor axis distribution is reason-able for Set tgd2, and tgd3, while for Set tgd4, there aretoo many planets with small orbital radii. The K-S testfor the distributions at τGD and 10 Myr shows that weannot deline the null hypothesis for all of them, whihimplies that the semimajor axis distributions are primar-ily determined while a gas disk is around. On the otherhand, the K-S test for the observed and �nal a distribu-tions shows that we annot deline the null hypothesisfor Set tgd2 at our hosen rejetion level, indiating thatthe �nal semi-major axis distribution for Set tgd2 maybe onsistent with the observations.It is interesting to apply the de�nition of dynamiallyative/inative systems by JT08 to our results. JT08proposed that planetary systems ould be divided intoative, partially ative, and inative systems, depend-ing on (1) the mutual similarity of the �nal eentri-ity distributions, and (2) the degree of evolution. Theyshowed that, when the gas disk dissipates, planetary sys-tems have to be ative, or partially ative to reproduethe observed e distribution reasonably well. They alsofound that the details of the planetary properties at thedisk dissipation time are unimportant, or in other words,substantially di�erent ensembles of initial onditions leadto similar �nal distributions, as long as the systems gothrough dynamial instability. Similar onlusions aredrawn by C08 as well. The �rst riterion of JT08, themutual similarity of the �nal distribution, is a good di-agnosis for separating dynamially ative systems fromthe others, while the seond riterion is more straightfor-ward, and simply separates systems with little evolution(inative systems) from the others. They de�ned thatpartially ative systems are the ones whih belong to nei-ther ative nor inative systems. JT08 also found that

Fig. 4.� Eentriity distributions for Set tgd2, tgd3, and tgd4(from top to bottom) at τGD and 10 Myr. Due to the e�ienteentriity damping, there are few planets with eentriity largerthan 0.3 at τGD . On the other hand, there are more planets withhigh eentriity at 10 Myr due to planet�planet sattering. Noneof these sets give a satisfatory math with the observed eentri-ity distribution at 10 Myr. However, the agreement improves asthe gas dissipation time beomes longer, whih may be due to thee�et of onvergent migration.suh lassi�ation is strongly orrelated with the medianHill neighbor separation D̃H at τGD. Spei�ally, theyfound that planetary systems with D̃H < 1 are ative,
4 < D̃H < 7 are partially ative, and the only ensemblewith D̃H ≃ 14 is inative. This is also indiated by asimilar study of C08, who simulated a large number ofthree-planet systems, and showed that time to dynamialinstability beomes longer for larger separation.Following the de�nition by JT08, we �nd that, at leastfrom the disk dissipation time upto the end of our simu-lations, Set tgd2, and tgd4 stay inative, beause the K-Stests for both semimajor axis, and eentriity distribu-tions imply that there is little evolution between theseperiods of time. For Set tgd3, the K-S test indiatesthat the e distributions at these epohs are signi�antlydi�erent from eah other at our rejetion level (P < 0.1).Therefore we annot determine it's dynamial state fromthe evolution alone. The median Hill neighbor separa-tions at τGD are D̃H ≃ 12.2, 13.3, and 14.6 for Set tgd2,tgd3, and tgd4, respetively. These values are loser tothe value obtained for the dynamially inative systemby JT08.In short, the major indiation from these sets of simu-lations is that planetary systems tend to be dynamiallyinative (or at most partially ative) when a gas diskdissipates, if they are initially fully embedded in a gasdisk with an e�ient eentriity damping (Ke = 1). Wefurther investigate this issue in the next subsetion.6.2. E�et of the initial disk mass6.2.1. Initial ConditionsIn this subsetion, we study the e�et of the initialdisk mass on a and e distributions. Here we use thesame set of 100 three-planet systems as the last subse-
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Fig. 5.� Semi-major axis distributions for Set tgd2, tgd3, andtgd4 (from top to bottom) at τGD , and 10 Myr. Again, we �ndthat there is little a evolution between these periods of time. Toppanel (Set tgd2) gives a good agreement with the observations,while bottom two panels, espeially Set tgd4, overprodue lose-inplanets, indiating too e�ient migration.TABLE 1Initial Disk ConditionsSet No. τdisk [Myr℄ Mdisk [MJ ℄ τGD [Myr℄ KeS50 N/A 0.45 2-5 1S40 N/A 0.36 2-5 1S30 N/A 0.27 2-5 1tgd2 10 0.21 2 1tgd3 10 0.21 3 1tgd4 10 0.21 4 1t7 7 0.71 2-5 1t9 9 0.32 2-5 1t10 10 0.21 2-5 1t11 11 0.14 2-5 1t13 13 0.06 2-5 1t10p5 10 0.21 2-5 1t10p7 10 0.21 2-5 1t10ke0 10 0.21 2-5 0t10ke05 10 0.21 2-5 0.5t8r 8 0.47 2-5 CRt9r 9 0.32 2-5 CRt10r 10 0.21 2-5 CRt11r 11 0.14 2-5 CRt7r2 7 0.71 1-3 CRt8r2 8 0.47 1-3 CRt9r2 9 0.32 1-3 CRt10r2 10 0.21 1-3 CRNote. � Initial onditions for eah set of 100 runs.Column 2 shows the age of initial disks, whih is ob-tained by evolving a MMSN-type disk under α = 2 ×
10

−3. Column 3 lists the orresponding initial diskmass. Column 4 is the gas disk dissipation timesalemeasured from the start of the simulation, and the diskis removed exponentially one this time is reahed. Thedissipation timesale τGD = 2− 5 Myr means that τGDis randomly hosen between these values. Column 5shows the eentriity damping fator Ke, where 1 isfull damping, 0 is no-damping, and CR means that thesaturation of orotation resonanes is taken into aountas explained in Setion 3.2.

tion, and hoose the gas dissipation time randomly from
2 − 5 Myr for eah of them. We run 5 di�erent setsof 100 systems for 100 Myr by hanging the initial diskmass systematially from 0.71 MJ to 0.06 MJ . Eah ini-tial disk is generated by evolving the MMSN-type diskwith Σ = 103(a/AU)−3/2 g cm−2 for 7, 9, 10, 11, and 13Myr (hereafter Set t7, t9, t10, t11, and t13, respetively.)These initial onditions are shown in Table 1.6.2.2. Agreement with a and e distributionsTable 2 summarizes the results of the numerial sim-ulations for these sets. Set t7, t9, t10, and t11 show asimilar total number of ejeted planets. However, thetiming of ejetions are markedly di�erent.For the most massive disk ase (Set t7), the ejetionsmainly our while a gas disk is still around (τdyn < τGD,i.e. �early instability� ase), and for Set t9, the eje-tions our at similar rates both before and after τGD(i.e. �multiple instability� ase). On the other hand, forless massive disks (Set t10 and t11), the ejetions pri-marily our after the gas disk is gone (τGD < τdyn,i.e. �late instability� ases), while for the least massivedisk (Set t13), there are few numbers of ollisions andejetions, indiating that there is little evolution. Below,we mainly fous on the results of Set t9, t10, and t11,sine Set t7 is left with too few planets at 100 Myr to doa statistial study, and Set t13 did not evolve muh.In Fig. 6, the observed eentriity distribution is om-pared with our numerial results at τGD, and 100 Myr,for Set t9, t10, and t11. From the �gure, it appears (1)the �multiple instability� ase (Set t9) has some highlyeentri planets at τGD, while in �late instability� ases(Set t10, and t11), most planets are e . 0.2, (2) thereseems to be e evolution between τGD and 100 Myr, but(3) none of these sets look similar to the observed e dis-tribution at 100 Myr.For �late instability� ases, the K-S tests show that the
e distributions at τGD and 100 Myr are di�erent fromeah other at our rejetion level, indiating that therewas a signi�ant e evolution between these periods oftime. However, the K-S tests for the �nal and observed
e distributions show that these distributions are signif-iantly di�erent from eah other, implying that the dy-namial evolution for these sets was not e�ient enoughto reprodue the observed distribution.For �multiple instability� ase, the K-S test shows thatwe annot deline the null hypothesis for the e distribu-tions at τGD and 100 Myr. This implies that there waslittle evolution between these two epohs, although thereseems to be non-negligible hange in e distribution in Fig.6. The K-S test on�rms that the �nal e distribution issigni�antly di�erent from the observed one.In Fig. 7, we show the orresponding plots for semi-major axis. Here, we �nd (1) there seems to be little aevolution between τGD and 100 Myr, and (2) the agree-ment with the observed distribution beomes better fromSet t9 to t11. The K-S tests for the a distributions at
τGD and 100 Myr show that we annot rule out the nullhypothesis for all of these sets at more than 10% level,whih again indiates that the a distribution is primar-ily determined while planets are still embedded in a gasdisk. The K-S tests also show that, for Set t11, we annotrule out the null hypothesis for the �nal and observed adistributions, whih implies that the �nal distribution of
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Fig. 6.� Eentriity distributions for Set t9, t10, and t11(from top to bottom) at τGD and 100 Myr. Due to the e�ienteentriity damping, there are few planets with eentriity largerthan 0.3 at τGD , while there are more planets with high eentri-ity at 100 Myr due to planet�planet sattering. None of these setsgive a satisfatory math with the observed eentriity distribu-tion at 100 Myr. The agreement improves as the initial disk massinreases.Set t11 may be onsistent with the observed one.In summary, we �nd that a �late instability� ase,Set t11, an reprodue the observed a distribution rea-sonably well, but the dynamial instability ourred after
τGD is not e�ient enough to reprodue the observed edistribution. The median Hill neighbor separations at
τGD are D̃H ≃ 14.7, 12.6, 11.4, and 10.5 for Set t9, t10,t11, and t13, respetively. These values are loser tothe value obtained for the inative system by JT08. Inshort, we �nd that three-planet systems, whih are ini-tially fully embedded in a gas disk with an e�ient e-entriity damping (Ke = 1), stay overall dynamiallyinative after the gas disk dissipation until the end ofour simulations.6.3. E�et of Number of Planets6.3.1. Initial ConditionsIn this subsetion, we investigate the e�et of num-bers of planets on a and e distributions. Spei�ally,we study the evolution of �ve- and seven-planet systemswhih are initially fully embedded in the idential gasdisk to Set t10. We all sets of �ve- and seven-planetsystems as Set t10p5, and t10p7, respetively. The initialplanetary properties are determined in a similar mannerto three-planet systems, and we simulate 100 planetarysystems eah for 100 Myr.6.3.2. Agreement with a and e distributionsFrom Table 2, we �nd that both sets are �late insta-bility� ases, sine their ejetion rates are muh higherafter τGD. Comparing these two sets with a three-planetase (Set t10), we �nd that the ejetion rates dramati-ally inrease with the number of planets. The ejetionrates before τGD are 3, 6.8 and 6.4% for three-, �ve- andseven-planet systems, respetively, while those after τGDare 23.1, 41.9 and 74.9%.

Fig. 7.� Semi-major axis distributions for Set t9, t10, and t11(from top to bottom) at τGD , and 100 Myr. Again, there is little aevolution between these periods of time. Bottom panel (Set td11)gives a good agreement with the observations, while top two panels(Set td9 and td10) overprodue lose-in planets.On the other hand, we don't �nd any signi�ant de-pendene on the number of planets per system for theollision rates with the entral star, whih are 29, 24.4,and 24.1% before τGD, and 2.7, 4.8, and 5.0% after thatfor Set t10, t10p5, and t10p7, respetively. This oin-ides with the expetation that the ollision rates aremainly determined by planet migration, and thus by thestrength of the disk�planet interations, rather than theplanet�planet interations. The merger rates also showa similar value, although the rate slightly inreases withthe number of planets per system.In Fig. 8, we show the evolution of eentriity distri-butions for �ve- and seven-planet systems (top, and bot-tom panels, respetively), ompared with the observeddistribution at τGD and 100 Myr. We �nd that (1) as ex-peted from the ejetion rates, most planets have e . 0.2at τGD, and (2) despite the high ejetion rates after τGD,neither �nal distributions agree well with the observed edistribution.The K-S tests show that the e distributions at τGD and100 Myr are signi�antly di�erent from eah other, im-plying that there was non-negligible e evolution betweenthese two periods of time. However, as the K-S tests forthe �nal and observed distributions show, the dynami-al instability ourred after τGD turned out to be note�ient enough to reprodue the observed distribution.Note however, that the agreement is better if we fous onvery high eentriity planets (e > 0.4). It appears thatthese systems overprodue planets with a relatively loweentriity (e . 0.2), while they underprodue planetswith intermediate eentriity (0.2 < e < 0.4).In Fig. 9, we show the orresponding plots for semi-major axis. We �nd (1) as expeted from the high eje-tion rates after the disk dissipation, there is a signi�ant
a evolution between τGD and 100 Myr, and (2) �nal adistribution of Set t10p5 agrees well with the observeddistribution within the observation limit. When we limitourselves to the planets between 0.2 and 6 AU, we �ndthat the �nal a distribution of Set t10p5 may be onsis-
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Fig. 8.� Eentriity distributions for �ve- and seven-planetsystems (top, and bottom panels, respetively) at τGD and 100Myr. In both ases, the results look very similar to three-planetsystems. There are few planets with eentriity larger than 0.3at τGD due to the e�ient eentriity damping in the disk, whilemore planets with high eentriity are found at 100 Myr due toplanet�planet sattering. Neither of these sets give a satisfatorymath with the observed eentriity distribution at 100 Myr, de-spite high ejetion rates.tent with the observed one.In summary, we �nd that more planetary systems be-ome dynamially unstable (i.e. ejetion rates inrease)after the disk dissipation as we inrease the number ofplanets per system. However, we do not �nd a signi�-ant improvement in the agreement between the simu-lations and the observations. Our results indiate thatthe dynamial instability after τGD an reprodue thehigher-end (e > 0.4) of the e distributions, while thereis a de�it of planets with an intermediate eentriity(0.2 < e < 0.4). Just to omplete our summary, wenote that their median Hill neighbor separations at τGDare rather large and D̃H ≃ 10.6, and 11.8 for �ve-, andseven-planet systems, respetively.7. INEFFICIENT ECCENTRICITY DAMPING CASES(KE 6= 1)In this setion, we investigate the evolution of multi-planet systems in a disk with less e�ient eentriitydamping ompared to the previous setions. First, weinvestigate the ases with onstant Ke in Setion 7.1,and then we show the ases where we take aount ofthe saturation e�et of orotation resonanes in Setion7.2. Finally, we brie�y disuss planets in mean motionresonanes in Setion 7.3.7.1. E�et of the damping fator Ke7.1.1. Initial ConditionsIn this subsetion, we show two other ases with on-stant Ke values � Ke = 0, and 0.5, by assuming oth-erwise the same initial onditions as Set t10 (where
Ke = 1.) We all these sets of 100 three-planet systemsas Set t10ke0, and t10ke05, respetively.7.1.2. Agreement with a and e distributions

Fig. 9.� Semi-major axis distributions for �ve- and seven-planet systems (top, and bottom panels, respetively) at τGD , and100 Myr. As indiated by high ejetion rates, both distributionsare broader than three-planet systems. The �nal distribution forSet t10p5 gives a good agreement with observations between 0.2and 6 AU.From Table 2, we �nd that the ollision rates before
τGD derease with Ke, while the orresponding ejetionand merger rates inrease. Therefore, with weaker edamping, more planetary systems beome dynamiallyunstable before the gas disk dissipation. We lassifySet t10ke0 and t10ke05 as an �early instability�, and �lateinstability� ase, respetively, based on the ejetion ratesbefore and after τGD.Fig. 10 ompares the observed and simulated e dis-tributions at τGD and 100 Myr for Set t10ke0, t10ke05,and t10. We �nd (1) as expeted from the ejetion rates,Set t10ke0 has many high e planets at τGD, while theothers mostly have planets with e . 0.2, and (2) een-triities have a broader distribution for smaller Ke. TheK-S test for Set t10ke0 shows that we annot rule out thenull hypothesis for the observed and �nal distributions,whih indiates that the set may be onsistent with theobserved e distribution.Fig. 11 shows the orresponding plots for semi-majoraxis. For a distributions, we do not �nd as large depen-dene on Ke as eentriities. However, it is apparentthat there are less planets on short-orbital periods forsmaller Ke, whih implies that planet-planet interationsplay a more important role in determining the a distri-butions for less e�ient damping ases. The K-S test forSet t10ke0 shows that we annot deline the null hypoth-esis for observed and �nal distributions, whih indiatesthat the set may also be onsistent with the observed adistribution.In summary, we �nd that both a and e distributionsan be reprodued well in a dissipating gas disk, if thereis no e damping (Set t10ke0). Obviously, this is not a re-alisti ase, sine it's unlikely that we an neglet the
e damping e�et due to disk-planet interations om-pletely. In the next subsetion, we further investigatethis by adopting an ine�ient e-damping presription.7.2. E�et of the Initial Disk Mass and τGD7.2.1. Initial Conditions
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Fig. 10.� Eentriity distributions for Set t10Ke0, t10Ke05,and t10 (from top to bottom) at τGD and 100 Myr. As the Kedereases, the e distribution beomes broader. When there is noeentriity damping (Set t10ke0), the planetary systems beomedynamially unstable while they are still in the gas disk. While formore e�ient e-damping ases (Set t10ke05, and t10), the plane-tary systems don't have many planets with e & 0.3 at τGD . The�nal distribution for Set t10ke0 gives a good agreement with theobservations.

Fig. 11.� Semi-major axis distributions for Set t10Ke0,t10Ke05, and t10 (from top to bottom) at τGD , and 100 Myr.The peak of a distribution ours at larger a for smaller Ke, whihindiates planet-planet sattering plays an important role in de-termining the distribution for suh ases. Set t10ke0 gives a goodagreement with the observations.In this subsetion, we study the e�ets of eentriitydamping by taking aount of the saturation of orota-tion resonanes (see Setion 3.2). We fous on the ef-fets of two parameters � disk mass, and gas dissipationtimesale.We take the same 100 three-planet systems as before,and hoose two di�erent ranges of the disk dissipationtime 2 − 5 Myr, and 1 − 3 Myr.For τGD = 2 − 5 Myr, we run four sets of simulationswith initial disks obtained by evolving the MMSN-typedisk for 8, 9, 10, and 11 Myr without planets. We refer to

these sets as Set t8r, t9r, t10r, and t11r, respetively.Similarly, for τGD = 1 − 3 Myr, we run other four setsof simulations with initial disks obtained by evolving theMMSN-type disk for 7, 8, 9, and 10 Myr without planets.These sets are alled Set t7r2, t8r2, t9r2, and t10r2,respetively.All of these simulations are run for 100 Myr. Again,the initial disk properties are summarized in Table 1.7.2.2. Agreement with a and e distributions for τGD = 2 − 5MyrHere, we disuss the results for Set t8r-t11r. FromTable 2, we �nd that, for all of these four sets, theejetion rates are muh higher before τGD (�early insta-bility� ases), while the ollisions are almost negligibleompared to the ejetions. This is a similar trend toSet t10ke0. Sine the ejetion rate after τGD reahes
100% for Set t8r (whih means that there are two mul-tiple planetary systems at τGD and both of them lost aplanet through ejetion), we an expet that the ejetionrates saturate for the set. Below, we limit our disussionto the other three sets.Set t9r-t11r an be diretly ompared to the resultsof Set t9-t11 in Setion 6.3, where Ke = 1. It is apparentthat the former sets are more dynamially ative thanthe latter ones. Even the most inative Set t11 ejetsmany planets when we take aount of the saturation oforotation torques (Set t11r).In Fig. 12, we ompare the simulated and observed edistributions at τGD and 100 Myr for these sets. It isapparent that (1) all of these sets look similar to a zero
e-damping ase in the last subsetion, rather than themore e�ient damping ases, and (2) all of them haveoverall a similar trend to the observed e distribution.In fat, we annot rejet the null hypothesis for the ob-served and �nal e distributions for Set t9r, and t11r,whih implies that these e distributions may be onsis-tent with the observed distribution. The K-S tests alsoshow that the null hypothesis for distributions at τGDand 100 Myr annot be ruled out for any of these sets(inluding Set t8r), whih implies that there is little eevolution between these epohs.In Fig. 13, we show the orresponding plots for semi-major axis. Comparing with Fig. 7 for Set t9-t11, we�nd that the peaks of the distributions tend to our atlarger a for the same initial disk mass, whih indiatesthat planet-planet interations signi�antly ontribute tothe orbital evolution of planets for Set t9r-t11r. Also,the peaks move outward with the derease in the initialdisk mass, whih indiates less e�ient migration due toplanet-disk interation for less massive disks. The K-Stests for observed and �nal distributions show that weannot rule out the null hypothesis for Set t10r, andt11r.In summary, we �nd that, when we take aount of thesaturation e�et of orotation torques, we an reprodueboth a and e distributions simultaneously (Set t11r).These results look similar to the ase with zero e damp-ing, rather than onventional, more e�ient damping.The K-S tests show that neither a nor e distributionshange signi�antly after the gas disk dissipation, whihimplies that the �nal a-e distributions are primarily de-termined while a gas disk is around, not after the diskdissipation.
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Fig. 12.� Eentriity distributions for Set t9r, t10r, andt11r (from top to bottom) at τGD and 100 Myr. Ine�ient
e damping leads to earlier ourrene of dynamial instability.Set t9r, ant t11r give a good agreement with the observations.

Fig. 13.� Semi-major axis distributions for Set t9r, t10r, andt11r (from top to bottom) at τGD , and 100 Myr. There is littleevolution between these periods of time. Set t10r, and t11r givea good agreement with the observations.7.2.3. Agreement with a and e distributions for τGD = 1 − 3MyrHere, we disuss the results for Set t7r2-t10r2. FromTable 2, we �nd that, for all of these four sets, theejetion rates are higher before τGD (�early instability�ases), and the ollision rates are very small, as in thelast subsetion.Comparing Set t8r2-t10r2 with Set t8r-t10r in thelast subsetion, we �nd that the ejetion rates before τGDare muh smaller due to the shorter gas dissipation time.In Fig. 14, we ompare the simulated and observed edistributions at τGD and 100 Myr for Set t7r2-t9r2.Similar to the results in the last setion, we �nd these
e distributions are muh broader than the e�ient e-damping ases, and similar to the observed distribution.In fat, for our rejetion level, we annot deline the

Fig. 14.� Eentriity distributions for Set t7r2, t8r2, andt9r2 (from top to bottom) at τGD and 100 Myr. The overall trendlooks similar to Fig. 12. All of these sets give a good agreementwith the observations.null hypothesis for any of these sets, inluding Set t10r2whih is not shown here. This implies that all of thesesets lead to the e distributions whih may be onsistentwith the observations.In Fig. 15, we show the orresponding plots for semi-major axis. Again, we �nd that the peaks in the dis-tribution moves outward with the derease in the initialdisk mass. The K-S tests show that, for observed and�nal distributions, the null hypothesis annot be ruledout for any of these sets, but Set t10r2.Therefore, it appears that Set t7r2-t9r2 may be on-sistent with both the observed a and e distributions.Fig. 16 is the �nal a-e sattered plot for Set t7r2-t9r2(blue irles), ompared with the observed plot (orangeirles). We �nd that these two sattered plots overa similar region of parameter spae within the numer-ial and observational limits. Also plotted are the or-bital properties of disarded planets just before they areremoved from the simulations via ejetion, ollision, ormerger. These planets also follow the trend of the ob-served sattered plot. The 2D K-S test between 0.2 and
6 AU for observed and �nal distributions shows that weannot rejet the null hypothesis for these two distribu-tions at less than 2.5% signi�ane level, whih impliesthat these two distributions are likely to be onsistentwith eah other.In summary, we �nd that the observed a and e distri-butions an be simultaneously reprodued if we assumethat planets are originally fully embedded in a gas diskwith ine�ient e damping. All of our �suessful� asessuggest that major dynamial instability events shouldour before the gas disk dissipation, rather than afterthat (as suggested by N-body simulations without a gasdisk). 7.3. Mean Motion ResonanesIn the previous subsetions, we �nd that the a and edistributions of some of our sets may be onsistent withthe observed ones (Set t7r2, t8r2, t9r2, and t11r). Itis interesting to investigate whether any of these systemsare on mean motion resonanes (MMRs). Although it's
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Fig. 15.� Semi-major axis distributions for Set t7r2, t8r2, andt9r2 (from top to bottom) at τGD , and 100 Myr. The overall trendlooks similar to Fig. 13. All of these sets give a good agreementwith the observations.

Fig. 16.� The a-e sattered plot for Set t7r2, t8r2, and t9r2at 100 Myr (blue irles), ompared with the observed distribu-tion (orange irles). Also plotted are the �nal orbital propertiesfor ejeted, ollided, and merged planets (green, red, and blaksquares, respetively.) The simulated planets over a similar pa-rameter spae to the observed ones.still too early to derive any statistial trend, some of theobserved systems are known to be in MMRs.At the end of the simulations, Set t7r2, t8r2, t9r2,and t11r have 4/21, 9/48, 19/72, and 17/69multi-planetsystems, respetively. For eah of these systems, we eval-uate whether they are in a partiular resonane by us-ing the following resonane variable (Murray & Dermott1999):
ϕ = j1λo + j2λi + j3̟o + j4̟i , (7)where λ and ̟ are the mean longitude and longitudeof perienter, respetively, and the subsripts i and oindiate inner and outer planets. Here, we fous on nearoplanar ases, and thus neglet the terms regarding thelongitude of asending node. When planets are in p+q : p

MMR, we an de�ne (j1, j2, j3, j4) = (p+ q, −p, −q, 0),or (p + q, −p, 0, −q).We follow �rst- to third-order resonanes (2:1, 3:2, 3:1,5:3, 4:1, 5:2), as well as some higher order resonanes(5:1, 7:3, 6:1, 7:2, 7:1, 8:1, 9:2, 9:1, 11:3). We �ndthat three systems are learly in MMRs for Set t11r,out of whih two are in 2:1, and the other is in 4:1MMR. We do not �nd any resonant systems for the othersets, although some systems have period ratios indiat-ing MMRs. Naively speaking, these results indiate thatabout 6.1% of planetary systems are in MMRs. Thisis somewhat onsistent with reent N-body studies byRaymond et al. (2008). Studying dynamial instabilitiesof three-planet systems, they found that planet-planetsattering ould generate planets in both low- and high-order MMRs, and that roughly 5 − 10% of dynamiallyunstable systems ended up being in MMRs.8. SUMMARYWe have studied multiple-planet systems with a dissi-pating gas disk by means of the hybrid ode whih om-bines the N-body sympleti integrator SyMBA, and aone-dimensional gas disk evolution ode. The main goalfor this study is to investigate di�erent plausible senar-ios and understand how di�erent initial onditions a�etthe �nal distributions of observable orbital properties.Spei�ally, we have onsidered three di�erent kinds ofinitial setups � (1) planets in the inner avity of a disk,(2) planets fully embedded in a disk with an e�ient edamping, and (3) planets fully embedded in a disk withless e�ient damping.In Setion 5, we have studied the �rst ase for three-planet systems. For suh a setup, the surrounding gasdisks help e�ient onvergent migration between plan-ets, whih tends to lead to dynamial instability, and ex-ite planetary eentriities. The instability tends to setin earlier for planetary systems in more massive disks.Our results suggest that this kind of setups an repro-due the observed e distribution, while they are likelyto overprodue planets with small semi-major axes. Wenote, however, that our simulations don't take aountof planet formation. For example, multiple planet for-mation simulations like TMR08 suggest that the disks'avities repeatedly get "reset" when later generationsof planets form, i.e the outermost planet beomes theseond-outermost, and so forth. This may play an im-portant role in getting a more favorable semimajor axisdistribution out of the avity senario.In Setion 6, we have investigated the seond ase,by fousing on the e�ets of gas dissipation time (Se-tion 6.1), initial disk mass (Setion 6.2), and number ofplanets per system (Setion 6.3). Collision rates beomehigher, and thus planet migration is more e�ient formore massive disks with longer τGD, while the numberof planets per system does not a�et the ollision ratessigni�antly. On the other hand, ejetion rates inreasewith the number of planets, while they are not stronglya�eted by the disk properties unless the disk mass isvery small and thus the disk annot help onvergent mi-gration.Our major �ndings for an e�ient e damping ase are(1) gas disks indeed help reproduing the observed semi-major axis distribution, (2) gas disks tend to overly dampthe eentriity of planets, and (3) planetary systems



13tend to be dynamially inative when they emerge outof the gas disks.In Setion 7, we investigated the third ase, by fous-ing on the e�ets of the damping fator Ke (Setion 7.1),as well as the initial disk mass and τGD (Setion 7.2).Our results suggest that ine�ient e damping may beneessary to reprodue observed a and e distributionssimultaneously, and that in suh a ase, the dynamialinstability tends to set in before the gas disk dissipa-tion. Therefore, it is likely that the �nal orbital distribu-tions are primarily determined as the gas disk dissipates,rather than after the disk dissipation, as suggested byprevious N-body simulations.In the following, we list several unertainties in our in-vestigations about the origins of the observed propertiesof extrasolar planetary systems.First of all, the initial onditions for this kind of sim-ulations are highly unertain. For most of our systems,we assume that nearly fully-grown giant planets are em-bedded in a gas disk, while in reality, planets would startopening gaps as they grow. However, the planets in oursimulations open gaps in a time on the order of the or-bital periods (i.e. less than several tens of years), whihare shorter than, or at most omparable to, both the dy-namial, and migration timesales. Therefore, we don'texpet a huge di�erene in the outome due to this ap-proximation.Also, our hoie of the initial planetary properties likemass, and semimajor axis are rather arbitrary, and weadopt the initial onditions that are motivated by theore aretion senario. To better approximate the ini-tial onditions, we ould perform planet formation sim-ulations as in TMR08. However, suh simulations areomputationally very expensive for performing statisti-al studies.Seondly, the disk�planet interations in our disk mod-els do not inlude the e�ets of orotation resonanesdiretly. Sine orotation torques are sensitive to sharpgradients in the surfae mass density, they may have asigni�ant e�et on the planets simulated here, whih aremassive enough to open a gap in the disk. However, atthe same time, the orotation torques tend to saturate ifthe gap is leanly open (Goldreih & Sari 2003). Sinethe orotation torques tend to aelerate the inwardplanet migration (Masset & Papaloizou 2003), as well asdamp the eentriity against the Lindblad torques, thesefats together imply that we are likely to underestimate(1) planet migration rates for intermediate-mass (Saturn-like) planets, whih do not open a lean gap, and (2) e-entriity exitation rate for massive planets, whih opena lean gap. Therefore, our planet migration, as well as

eentriity exitation rates are really lower limits.In our simulations, the eentriity damping e�et isalulated indiretly from Eq. 3. The hoie of oe�ient
Ke is arbitrary. We simply assume that Ke = 1 orre-sponds to the maximum eentriity damping, and nor-malize the e�et of the saturation of orotation torquesaordingly (see Eq. 4). Hene, the e�etiveness of e-entriity damping onsidered here is stritly in a rela-tive sense. To better evaluate its e�et, one would haveto perform full hydrodynami simulations. Although weenourage suh studies, they are unfortunately out of thesope of this work.Finally, our gas disk is removed exponentially one therandomly seleted disk dissipation time is reahed. Al-though suh a disk removal is inluded to mimi the ef-fet of photoevaporation, we did not model its physisdiretly. This is beause the photoevaporation rateis di�ult to estimate aurately, due to its sensitiv-ity to the stellar �ux, whih in turn depends on thedisk aretion rate, as well as the stellar environment(Matsuyama et al. 2003).In summary, through our simulations, we �nd the fol-lowing:(1) The initial onditions of the N-body simulationswithout a gas disk, where planets are losely separatedso that they are dynamially �ative�, are di�ult toahieve. In our simulations, most systems turn out to bedynamially inative, or partially ative at most, whenthe gas disk is gone.(2) Planet migration in a gas disk mostly determinesthe �nal semimajor axis distributions. We �nd that thegeneral trend of semimajor axis distributions is similarat the gas disk dissipation time, and at the end of thesimulations.(3) To reprodue both semimajor axis and eentri-ity distributions of extrasolar planets simultaneously, theeentriity damping due to disk-planet interations mayneed to be ine�ient, possibly due to the saturation oforotation torques.(4) For four sets whih an reprodue the a and e dis-tributions simultaneously, we �nd that about 6.1% ofmulti-planet systems stay on MMRs at the end of thesimulations.This work was supported by NSF Grant AST-0507727(to F. A. R.) and by a Spitzer Theory grant, as well asa grant from Natural Sienes and Engineering ResearhCounil of Canada (to E. W. T.). S. M. extends a sin-ere thank you to Ralph Pudritz for making SHARCNETavailable for many of the simulations shown in this work.REFERENCESAdams, F. C. & Laughlin, G. 2003, Iarus, 163, 290Alexander, R. D., Clarke, C. J., & Pringle, J. E. 2006, MNRAS,369, 229Bryden, G., Lin, D. N. C., & Ida, S. 2000, ApJ, 544, 481Chatterjee, S., Ford, E. B., Matsumura, S., & Rasio, F. A. 2008,ApJ, 686, 580D'Angelo, G., Kley, W., & Henning, T. 2003, ApJ, 586, 540D'Angelo, G., Lubow, S. H., & Bate, M. R. 2006, ApJ, 652, 1698Dunan, M. J., Levison, H. F., & Lee, M. H. 1998, AJ, 116, 2067Ford, E. B. & Rasio, F. A. 2007, ArXiv Astrophysis e-printsGoldreih, P. & Sari, R. 2003, ApJ, 585, 1024Hillenbrand, L. A. 2005, review artile in �A Deade of Disovery�,astro-ph/0511083
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14 TABLE 2Ejeted, Collided, and Merged PlanetsEjetions Collisions MergersSet No. Before τGD After τGD Total Before τGD After τGD Total Before τGD After τGD TotalS50 65 (21.7) 13 (29.5) 78 155 (51.7) 4 (9.1) 159 20 (6.7) 0 (0) 20S40 38 (12.7) 23 (24.5) 61 113 (37.7) 5 (5.3) 118 24 (8) 0 (0) 24S30 15 (5) 55 (28.4) 70 42 (14) 4 (2.1) 46 35 (11.7) 2 (1.0) 37tgd2 0 (0) 37 (13.0) 37 2 (0.7) 1 (0.4) 3 14 (4.7) 0 (0) 14tgd3 12 (4) 67 (29.0) 79 37 (12.3) 8 (3.5) 45 14 (4.7) 0 (0) 14tgd4 26 (8.7) 22 (19.3) 48 119 (39.7) 2 (1.8) 121 14 (4.7) 0 (0) 14t7 40 (13.3) 0 (0) 40 248 (82.7) 0 (0) 248 10 (3.3) 0 (0) 10t9 45 (15) 10 (16.1) 55 159 (53) 3 (4.8) 162 10 (3.3) 0 (0) 10t10 9 (3) 43 (23.1) 52 87 (29) 5 (2.7) 92 7 (2.3) 0 (0) 7t11 5 (1.7) 53 (20) 58 19 (6.3) 5 (1.9) 24 9 (3) 0 (0) 9t13 2 (0.7) 4 (1.7) 6 0 (0) 1 (0.4) 1 21 (7) 0 (0) 21t10p5 34 (6.8) 121 (41.9) 155 122 (24.4) 14 (4.8) 136 20 (4) 1 (0.4) 21t10p7 45 (6.4) 209 (74.9) 254 169 (24.1) 14 (5.0) 183 39 (5.6) 0 (0) 39t10ke0 170 (56.7) 6 (13.6) 176 2 (0.67) 0 (0) 2 40 (13.3) 0 (0) 40t10ke05 22 (7.3) 50 (29.4) 72 79 (26.3) 4 (2.4) 83 15 (5) 0 (0) 15t8r 216 (72) 2 (100) 218 9 (3) 0 (0) 9 33 (11) 0 (0) 33t9r 217 (72.3) 3 (21.4) 220 6 (2) 0 (0) 6 33 (11) 0 (0) 33t10r 169 (56.3) 6 (17.6) 175 6 (2) 1 (2.9) 7 28 (9.3) 0 (0) 28t11r 160 (53.3) 8 (17.0) 168 2 (0.67) 0 (0) 2 26 (8.7) 0 (0) 26t7r2 214 (71.3) 4 (40) 218 16 (5.3) 0 (0) 16 33 (11) 0 (0) 33t8r2 180 (60) 9 (24.3) 189 8 (2.7) 0 (0) 8 33 (11) 0 (0) 33t9r2 151 (50.3) 7 (12.7) 158 3 (1) 0 (0) 3 33 (11) 0 (0) 33t10r2 101 (33.7) 20 (17.2) 121 6 (2) 1 (0.86) 7 28 (9.3) 0 (0) 28Note. � Numbers of planets whih are ejeted from the system, ollided with the entral star, and merged withanother planet, before and after the gas dissipation times τGD , as well as throughout the simulations. Large numberof ollisions before τGD indiates e�ient planet migration, while the large number of ejetions indiates dynamialinstability. The perentages of planets in more than two-planet systems whih are ejeted/ollided/merged are showninside the braket.Murray, C. D. & Dermott, S. F. 1999, Solar system dynamis (Solarsystem dynamis by Murray, C. D., 1999)Ogilvie, G. I. & Lubow, S. H. 2002, MNRAS, 330, 950Rasio, F. A., Tout, C. A., Lubow, S. H., & Livio, M. 1996, ApJ,470, 1187Raymond, S. N., Barnes, R., Armitage, P. J., & Gorelik, N. 2008,ApJL, 687, L107Shakura, N. I. & Sunyaev, R. A. 1973, A&A, 24, 337Siilia-Aguilar, A., Hartmann, L. W., Fürész, G., Henning, T.,Dullemond, C., & Brandner, W. 2006, AJ, 132, 2135Simon, M. & Prato, L. 1995, ApJ, 450, 824Tanigawa, T. & Watanabe, S.-i. 2002, ApJ, 580, 506Thommes, E. W. 2005, ApJ, 626, 1033
Thommes, E. W., Matsumura, S., & Rasio, F. A. 2008, Siene,321, 814Udry, S. & Santos, N. C. 2007, ARA&A, 45, 397Ward, W. R. 1997, Iarus, 126, 261Weidenshilling, S. J. & Marzari, F. 1996, Nature, 384, 619Wisdom, J. & Holman, M. 1991, AJ, 102, 1528Wittenmyer, R. A., Endl, M., & Cohran, W. D. 2007, ApJ, 654,625Wright, J. T., Mary, G. W., Fisher, D. A., Butler, R. P., Vogt,S. S., Tinney, C. G., Jones, H. R. A., Carter, B. D., Johnson,J. A., MCarthy, C., & Apps, K. 2007, ApJ, 657, 533



15TABLE 3The K-S test for a and e distributionsSemi-major axis a Eentriity e

τGD and τfin τGD and Obs τfin and Obs τGD and τfin τGD and Obs τfin and ObsSet No. D P D P D P D P D P D PS50 0.268 0.235 0.592 0 0.381 0 0.409 0.0137 0.483 0 0.209 0.370S40 0.101 0.784 0.459 0 0.407 0 0.275 0 0.464 0 0.236 0S30 0.123 0.131 0.342 0 0.259 0 0.242 0 0.551 0 0.420 0tgd2 0.0384 0.986 0.0853 0.407 0.0768 0.548 0.0826 0.295 0.648 0 0.638 0tgd3 0.0888 0.428 0.286 0 0.211 0 0.154 0.0203 0.627 0 0.513 0tgd4 0.0818 0.966 0.475 0 0.468 0 0.141 0.456 0.522 0 0.409 0t9 0.0742 0.993 0.459 0 0.430 0 0.200 0.154 0.519 0 0.447 0t10 0.0884 0.599 0.281 0 0.216 0 0.145 0.0833 0.586 0 0.476 0t11 0.0873 0.335 0.134 0.0467 0.0678 0.764 0.139 0.0219 0.638 0 0.521 0t13 0.0431 0.990 0.303 0 0.285 0 0.0675 0.724 0.662 0 0.649 0t10p5 0.0582 0.731 0.145 0.0205 0.104 0.201 0.268 0 0.658 0 0.431 0t10p7 0.105 0.240 0.176 0 0.227 0 0.303 0 0.631 0 0.352 0t10ke0 0.106 0.738 0.0974 0.705 0.146 0.149 0.0900 0.890 0.146 0.219 0.127 0.279t10ke05 0.157 0.0684 0.289 0 0.270 0 0.157 0.0684 0.566 0 0.417 0t8r 0.333 0.810 0.269 0.722 0.269 0.722 0.500 0.318 0.362 0.349 0.547 0.0383t9r 0.164 0.757 0.199 0.263 0.265 0.0273 0.136 0.917 0.213 0.196 0.165 0.372t10r 0.0927 0.927 0.188 0.0719 0.158 0.144 0.108 0.813 0.252 0 0.189 0.0464t11r 0.107 0.731 0.222 0.0113 0.148 0.145 0.0996 0.809 0.194 0.0372 0.119 0.368t7r2 0.172 0.825 0.147 0.740 0.231 0.154 0.249 0.381 0.260 0.108 0.191 0.349t8r2 0.0930 0.962 0.123 0.502 0.160 0.228 0.135 0.659 0.0818 0.923 0.101 0.782t9r2 0.0584 0.998 0.0728 0.932 0.0702 0.910 0.0578 0.998 0.130 0.308 0.141 0.158t10r2 0.0818 0.821 0.248 0 0.238 0 0.0788 0.854 0.118 0.290 0.0870 0.639Note. � The results of the K-S test for semimajor axis and eentriity. We ompare the simulated results at τGD with τfin (10Myr for Set tgd2, tgd3, and tgd4 and 100 Myr for the others), as well as the simulated results at τfin with observed planets between 0.2AU . a . 6 AU. The maximum deviation between two umulative fration urves D, and the orresponding probability P are shown foreah omparison. We rejet the null hypothesis for P less than 0.1, Here, the null hypothesis is that the pair of samples used in the testis drawn from the same distribution. The omparison for Set t7 is not inluded sine most planets are lost before τGD .


